Clouds

By NRLT Trustee Marie LaPré Grabon

I am a cloud spotter. To varying extents we are all
cloud spotters, with a bit of pareidolia in us. What is
it about those mysterious formations of water droplets or ice crystals, or “bodies without surface” as
Leonardo da Vinci once described them, that so
attracts us?They are ghostlike, evocative, ephemeral…you can see cloud shapes yet it’s often hard to
describe where their forms begin and end. The average age of a certain species of Cumulus is only ten
minutes!
Clouds are simply little more than water in liquid
or frozen form that settle on dust particles in the
atmosphere. The water cycle is critical to the formation of clouds …evaporation (from lakes, rivers,
oceans, etc), condensation into clouds in the atmosphere, and precipitation, rain or snow falling backdown to earth and into those same oceans, lakes,
rivers, and streams where it all came from. Did you
know that the rain/snow that falls on us is the same
rain/snow that fell on the dinosaurs?
It wasn’t until 1802 that clouds were named and
classified by the young pharmacist Luke Howard
when he presented a paper, On The Modification of
Clouds, to his fellow “Askasians.” He identified
three basic cloud types, assigned Latin names to
them, the names we learned in grammar
school…Cumulus; Latin for heap, Stratus; Latin for
layer, Cirrus; Latin for curl. For clouds that generate
precipitation he added the word Nimbus; Latin for
rain.
Howard’s new Linnean classification allowed for
the continual movements and change that clouds
undergo. Every cloud, he claimed, is either a modification or a transition between the three major
cloud types. For example, a high wispy cirrus (see
photo) cloud formation that descended and spread
became cirrostratus.
The study of clouds (nephology) continued
throughout the 19th century. Howard’s successors,
building on his work, eventually established a list of
ten main types; Cumulus, Stratus, Cirrus, Altocumulus, Cirrocumulus, Cumulonimbus, Altostratus,
Nimbostratus, Cirrostratus, and Stratocumulus.
Besides the ten main cloud types there are many
unusual cloud formations. For example, Lentucularis (see photo), also nicknamed “lennie,” is a
species within the Stratocumulus and Altocumulus
genus. It is an orographic cloud whose classic shape
is that of a flying saucer.
Another fascinating, unusual cloud formation is
mamma (see photo) or mammatus, Latin for breast.
These are considered accessory clouds and can
appear on the underside of a number of clouds,
mostly those of the Stratocumulus or Cumulonimbus genus. Looking like a field of smooth udders,
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these are caused when pockets of cold air from
the upper atmosphere drop to the lower part of
the cloud.
I encourage you to “look up,” observe the
clouds, not just for the information they can
provide about oncoming weather but also to
appreciate the beauty and wonder of clouds!
NRLT is now on Facebook!
Come visit and like us on the
Northern Rivers Land Trust page.

